
THE MAGIC OF THINKING RICH DAY- 14 SUMMARY (ENGLISH)

BSR Sir Welcomes day 14 with a Powerful round of Celebration, with the new
song of The Magic of Thinking Rich “Soch se Hum Taqdeer Badal Den.”

Sir talks about lessons from Author Dr. Stephen R Covey’s creation “The 7 Habits of
Highly Effective People”
This book also talks about the two Circles, the circle of Concern and the circle of
Influence

Circle of Concern and Circle of Influence.
The Afghanistan-Taliban case is an example of a circle of Concern that grows by itself
as we focus more, we make it grow more. We waste our energy in the circle of concern.
Hence this circle becomes big in size.

Whereas the circle of Influence talks about influencing or getting influenced by a good
habit or deed. A few people focus on this circle hence the circle of Influence remains
small. BSR Sir explains to us to focus more on this and make the circle of Influence
grow bigger than the circle of Concern.



An Important Announcement is made by BSR Sir related to the morning free meditation
sessions. Today he shares 30 techniques that are regularly used to program the
Subconscious Mind. Sir requested to share to the maximum people and join these free
sessions for the maximum benefits.

Visit Page https://www.askbsr.com/live for all the information and stay up to date.
Sir also gives information about the instagram contests

10 Lucky Winners Contest 1: Think Rich Gyani Congratulations to the 5 lucky winners,
on winning Gift Hampers from Mystery Bakery

Contest 2: Share feedback video testimonial and win the 90 days challenge
Commando Training.

Congratulations To the Winners.

https://www.askbsr.com/live


BSR Sir on day 14 talks about Understanding the 6 Human Needs to achieve
success in any aspect of life.

The 6 HUMAN NEEDS are essential to get fulfilled for guaranteed success. This is
explained in the form of 6 tankers, hence to succeed in life the 6 tankers or needs to
fulfill we must understand each one separately.

The 1st tank is the need of CERTAINTY. Every morning this need should be fulfilled.
We all want security, safety in life. Why doesn't a kid study? Because he feels there is
no certainty in his studies. This need is Powerful as well as Dangerous. People can get
indulged in murder or in wrong direction.

A Powerful person knows the reason to fulfill this task, focusing on learning long term
results. More risk, more success. Can be understood as fulfill in Positive means or
negative means.

BSR Sir repeats his Signature Move that creates Certainty in the body.

The 2nd need is the need of VARIETY: Why do people watch TV? People go in the
wrong path, because they require immediate variety. Example watching more Instagram
reals. Negative ways time wasters, waste time in all those activities that provide only
variety but no positive results.

Sir makes people aware of positive ways of education. Make learning fun and
interesting. Sir also explains the role that Certainty and Variety plays in the relationship
of a couple.

The 3rd need is the need of SIGNIFICANCE. Example of a housewife, the attention she
desires after working hard and taking care of the complete family. Sir also talks about
the show off  factor for significance as seen in the marriage functions, in politics etc.
Power is another name of Significance.

The 4th need is LOVE AND CONNECTION: Most often people unknowingly try to fulfill
the above 4 needs in general.

The 5th need is the need of GROWTH: This need requires all the four needs 1 to 4 to
actually happen in life.



The 6th need is the need of CONTRIBUTION:  Give back to society.
BSR Sir inspires all to start contributing. India needs more contributors and not
consumers. Start small. When you contribute, automatically you get all 5 above needs
fulfilled. This is the power of contribution.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE
SUPPORTS YOU ENDLESSLY”

BSR Sir shares the important information on the official attempt of World Record
on 5th of September on Time Management.

“IF YOU SUPPORT THE WORLD SELFLESSLY, THE WHOLE UNIVERSE
SUPPORTS YOU ENDLESSLY”

BSR Sir shares a few important announcements and reminds to keep Page link
https://www.askbsr.com/live handy for all the information

Tomorrow on Day 15 BSR Sir will teach how to identify, break and shift the
Limiting Belief.

https://www.askbsr.com/live


TOMORROW VERY IMPORTANT TOPIC ON LIMITING BELIEFS

BSR Sir ends Day 14 session with the gratitude message and amazing
powerful round of Celebration.

Thank You


